Drawing for Beginners
Instructors: Matthew Fischer, Rachel Grobstein, Zach Seeger, Eric Hibit, Eva Nikolova, Cheryl Pastwater, Anna Shukeylo

For Matthew Fischer's Class:

- 18” x 24” white paper (Strathmore or Canson) drawing pad
- 1 Kneaded erasers (Design)
- Plastic white eraser (Staedtler)
- 2 large binder clips (to hold pad onto drawing hoard)
- Drawing pencils – 2B, 4B, 6B**
- Chamois cloth
- Tortillons (paper stumps)
- Two small boxes of vine or willow charcoal
- **Not needed for the first class

For Rachel Grobstein & Zach Seeger's Classes:

- 18” x 24” white paper (Strathmore or Canson) drawing pad
- 18” x 24” Newsprint pad
- 2-3 Kneaded erasers (Design)
- Plastic white eraser (Staedtler)
- 2 large binder clips (to hold pad onto drawing hoard)
- Drawing pencils – 2B, 4B, 6B
- Compressed charcoal (soft)
- Chamois cloth
- Tortillons (paper stumps)
- India ink (2 oz. bottle, black)**
- Synthetic Watercolor Brush #6**
- Plastic cup for water*
- **Not needed for the first class

For Eric Hibit's Class:

- 18” x 24” white paper (Strathmore or Canson) drawing pad
- 18” x 24” Newsprint pad • Sketchbook 9” x 12”, either spiral or hardbound
- 2-3 Kneaded erasers (Design)
- Plastic white eraser (Staedtler)
- 2 large binder clips (to hold pad onto drawing hoard)
- Compressed charcoal (soft)
- Conte crayon (black only)
- Tortillons (paper stumps)
- India ink (2 oz. bottle, black)**
- Synthetic Watercolor Brush #6**
- Plastic cup for water*
- **Not needed for first class
For Allison Maletz’s Class:
- 12"x18” or 11”x 14” drawing pad of all-purpose paper (try to make sure there is as little texture as possible on the surface of the paper – Hot Press)
- 12”x18” or 11”x 14” pad of NEWSPRINT paper (20 Sheets)
- Drawing pencils: a range of HB, 2B, 4B, 6B (for shading)
- Utility knife and blades or x-acto knife / razor blades for sharpening pencils
- Charcoal Pencils – ranging from soft to hard
- Compressed charcoal
- Kneaded Eraser
- Regular White Eraser
- Chamois cloth
- Tortillons (paper stumps) https://www.dickblick.com/products/tortillons/

For Eva Nikolova’s Class
- Pad of white drawing paper 18” X 24”
- Graphite pencils: 2B, 4B, 6B
- White plastic eraser (Staedtler)
- Kneaded erasers - 2 large (Design)
- Fabis mechanical eraser*
- Compressed charcoal – soft*
- Charcoal Pencil - black*
- Charcoal pencil - white*
- Blending Stumps – assorted sizes*
- Chamois cloth - small*

For Cheryl Paswater’s Class:
- 18” x 24” white paper (Strathmore or Canson) drawing pad
- 18” x 24” Newsprint pad
- 2-3 Kneaded erasers (Design)
- Plastic white eraser (Staedtler)
- 2 large binder clips (to hold pad onto drawing hoard)
- Drawing pencils – 2B, 4B, 6B
- Compressed charcoal (soft)
- Chamois cloth
- Tortillons (paper stumps)
- India ink (2 oz. bottle, black)**
- Synthetic Watercolor Brush #6**
- Plastic cup for water*

For Anna Shukeylo Class:
- Strathmore (recommended) cream paper drawing pad 18” x 24” or similar size*
- Pack of vine charcoal (soft) medium thickness
- Graphite pencils 2B, 4B,6B (can be from a set)*
- Compressed charcoal (pack of 2- 3 sticks)
- 1 ruler*
- 3 sticks of white chalk
- White soft eraser * & kneaded eraser
- Xacto knife*
- Index card size piece of solid cardboard (preferably brown or solid color like from the back of a drawing pad or cereal box)*

*Please bring to first day of class